Purpose To compare the distribution and prognostic effect of the breast cancer molecular subtypes in young and elderly breast cancer patients.
INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is increasingly becoming a disease affecting older women. However, evidence based treatment guidelines specific for this aged breast cancer population are lacking 1 . Decisions regarding breast cancer treatment are based on prognostic and predictive patient and tumor characteristics discovered and analyzed in relatively young patient populations [2] [3] [4] [5] . These characteristics have been found to differ considerably between elderly and young breast cancer, i.e. elderly breast cancer patients present more often with tumors positive for hormone receptor expression, no overexpression of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), lower proliferation rates, diploidy, normal p53 expression and bcl-2 overexpression [6] [7] [8] . This may be indicative for differences in underlying tumor biology and it has indeed often been suggested that elderly breast cancer is a biologically different tumor type of a more indolent character compared to young breast cancer [7] [8] [9] . Moreover, it suggests that biomarkers may show different prognostic and predictive effects in the elderly compared to young breast cancer patients. In addition, due to competing causes of death, life expectancy is significantly shorter in elderly breast cancer patient [10] [11] [12] . Therefore, since breast cancer relapses can occur after long periods of time, this further suggests that the impact and significance of prognostic and predictive biomarkers may vary significantly in this patient population. Nevertheless, as this patient population is often underrepresented in translational studies and randomized trials, little is known about the implications on outcome of prognostic and predictive biomarkers in elderly 2, 3 .
Gene expression studies have identified several distinct breast cancer subtypes based on gene expression patterns, that showed marked differences in patient prognosis [13] [14] [15] . This "intrinsic" classification proposes four different classes of breast tumors: Luminal A and B, which are mostly hormone receptor positive and show high expression of genes characteristic of the luminal epithelial cell layer, including expression of estrogen receptor (ER), GATA3 and genes regulated by these 14, 15 . Compared with Luminal A tumors, Luminal B tumor often express genes associated with high tumor proliferation 14, 15 . The "intrinsic" subtypes further include 2 main subtypes of hormone receptor negative tumors: Basal-like tumors, which typically are triple negative tumor (ER, progesterone receptor (PR), and HER2 negative) and exhibit high expression of genes characteristic of the basal epithelial cell layer such as cytokeratin (CK) 5, 6 and 17 13 and the ERBB2 tumor subtype, which clusters near the basal-like tumor, are mostly hormone receptor negative and show high overexpression of HER2 and high HER2 gene amplification 14, 15 . Concerning outcome, hormone receptor positive tumors result in the best patient outcome where, compared to Luminal B tumors, Luminal A tumors seem to be the most indolent tumors 14 . Hormone receptor negative "intrinsic" subtypes, ERBB2 and Basal-like tumors have an aggressive natural history, resulting in an unfavorable patient outcome 14 . In a large study on almost 500 breast cancer patients Perou et al. (2000) found the molecular subtypes, determined with immunohistochemistry (IHC), to be significantly associated with tumor histological grade, lymph node status and patient age, where ERBB2 and Basal-like subtypes showed to correlate with unfavorable tumor characteristics and younger patient age 16 . The distribution and prognostic effect of molecular breast cancer subtypes specific in the elderly breast cancer population compared to younger breast cancer patients is still unknown.
We used immunohistochemical (IHC) surrogates, which we validated against gene expression determined molecular subtypes, to identify breast tumor molecular subtypes in a large cohort of breast cancer patients. The aim was to investigate the distribution and prognostic effect of molecular subtypes of breast cancer in elderly patients compared to their younger counterparts.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients and tumors
The patient population comprised all non-metastasized breast cancer patients primarily treated with surgery in the Leiden University Medical Center between 1985 and 1996 (n=822). Patients with bilateral tumors or a prior history of cancer (other than basal cell carcinoma or cervical carcinoma in situ) were excluded. The following data were known: age, tumor grade, histological type, TNM stage, local and systemic therapy, locoregional/distant tumor recurrence and survival. Expression of ER, PR and HER2 were previously determined using standard immunohistochemistry protocols and semiautomated quantifications 17 . All tumors were graded according to current pathological standards, by an experienced breast cancer pathologist (VS). Approval was obtained from the Leiden University Medical Center Medical Ethics Committee. All samples were handled in a coded fashion, according to National ethical guidelines ("Code for Proper Secondary Use of Human Tissue", Dutch Federation of Medical Scientific Societies).
Microarray analysis
Fresh frozen tumor material was available of 33% (268/822). Total RNA was isolated by phenol-chloroform extraction (Trizol reagent). The Quality control, RNA labeling, hybridisation and data extraction were performed at ServiceXS (Leiden, The Netherlands). RNA concentration was measured using a Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE, U.S.A). The RNA quality and integrity was determined using Lab-on-Chip analysis on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, U.S.A.). Biotinylated cRNA was prepared using the Illumina TotalPrep RNA Amplification Kit (Ambion, Inc., Austin, TX, U.S.A.) according to the manufacturer's specifications starting with 200 ng total RNA. Per sample 750 ng of cRNA was used to hybridise to the HumanHT-12 v4 Expression BeadChips (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, U.S.A.). Each BeadChip contains twelve arrays. Hybridisation and washing were performed according to the Illumina standard assay procedure. Scanning was performed on the Illumina iScan (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, U.S.A.). Image analysis and extraction of raw expression data was performed with Illumina GenomeStudio; Gene Expression software with default settings (no background substraction) and no normalisation. A total of 142 (53%) breast tumor fresh frozen tissues had good quality mRNA and could be analyzed for gene expression. The Illumina HumanHT-12 Oligo Microarray contains 47,231 50-mer oligonucleotide probes representing 39,809 unique genes and transcripts. Labeling of total RNA was performed according to manufacturer's protocol. Hybridization was performed for 16-20 hours at 58 ˚C and arrays were scanned on a iScan scanner. Images were analyzed and data were extracted using GenomeStudio Software. Robust spline normalization (RSN) and variance stabilizing transformation (VST) were performed using R/Bioconductor Lumi Package 18 .
Immunohistochemistry
Mouse antibodies against ki67 (clone MIB-1, Dako, NL), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) (NCL-EGFR, Novocastra, UK) and CK5/6 (clone D5/16 B4, Dako, NL) were used for immunohistochemistry. Tissue sections of 4 μm were cut from a previously constructed tissue microarray (TMA) of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tumors of 714 patients from whom tumor material was available 17 . Immunohistochemical staining was performed according to previously described standard protocols 19 . Human tonsil tissue slides served as positive control. Negative controls were human tonsil tissue slides that did undergo the whole immunohistochemical staining without primary antibodies. Microscopic analysis of Ki67, EGFR and CK5/6 was assessed independently by two observers in a blinded manner. Cut-offs for low versus high expression of Ki67, EGFR and CK5/6 were based on the median expression level and were respectively 0%, 10% and 0% positive stained cells. Immunohistochemical staining and quantification of ER, PR and HER2 are described elsewhere (Representative examples of all stainings are shown in Figure 1A ) 17 .
Determination molecular subtypes
Gene expression subtyping:
The gene expression subtypes were determined as follows: An "intrinsic" gene list consisting of 534 genes represented by 552 clones, was previously selected based on their low variation in expression in successive samples from the same patient's tumor and at the same time, high degree of variation among tumors from different patients 15 . Hierarchical clustering of data from 122 breast tissue samples usingthese intrinsic genes were used to define five subtypes of breast tumors and five correspondning core expression centroids (i.e., average expression profile of the 534 intrinsic genes). Intrinsic molecular subtypes were assigned to each sample by computing the correlation to each of the five centroids..
IHC subtyping
The IHC profiles have been previously developed by combinations of the following markers: ER, PR, HER2, Ki67, EGFR and CK5/6 16, 20 . We defined the immunohistochemistry molecular subtypes as follows ( Figure 1A ): Luminal A: ER+ and/or PR +, HER2-and Ki67-; Luminal B: ER+ and/or PR +, HER2-and/or ki67+; ERBB2: HER2+; Basal-like: ER-, PR-, HER2-and EGFR+ and/or CK5/6+; Unclassified: ER-, PR-, HER2-, EGFR-and CK5/6-.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis of gene expression data were performed with the software packages MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, Ma), R/Bioconductor and Spotfire Functional Genomic (Spotfire, Göteborg, Sweden). Intrinsic genes were mapped to the corresponding genes represented on the Illumina HumanHT-12 Microarray platform. Using these mapped genes, we computed the Pearson's correlation coefficient of each sample from this study to each of the five centroids and assigned each sample to the subtype with which it showed the highest correlation. Statistical analyses of IHC data were performed using the statistical packages SPSS (version 16.0 for Windows, Spps Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) and Stata (version 10.0 for Windows, StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). Cohen's kappa coefficient was used to assess the inter-observer agreement in quantification of Ki67, EGFR and CK5/6 tumor expression. In addition, to assess a measurement of inter-assay agreement in determination of molecular subtype between gene expression and IHC (in order to validate the IHC subtypes with the gene expression subtypes), Cohen's kappa coefficient was used. The χ² test was used to evaluate associations between various clinicopathological parameters and molecular subtypes. Relapse-free period (RFP) was defined as the time from date of surgery until an event (locoregional recurrence and/ or a distant recurrence, whichever came first). RFP is reported as cumulative incidence function, after accounting for death as competing risk 21 . The Kaplan-Meier method was used for survival plotting and log-rank test for comparison of relapse-free period curves. Cox proportional hazard analysis was used for univariate and multivariable analysis for relapse-free period. Relative survival (RS) was calculated by the Hakulinen method as the ratio of the survival observed among the cancer patients and the survival that would have been expected based on the corresponding (age, sex, and year) general population. National life tables were used to estimate expected survival. Relative excess risks (RER) of death were estimated using a multivariable generalized linear model with a Poisson distribution, based on collapsed relative survival data, using exact survival times.
Analyses were performed for all patients and stratified for age and systemic treatment. Age of 65 years at time of diagnosis was chosen as the cut-off point for age stratification. Variables with a P-value of < .10 in univariate analysis were entered in multivariable analysis.
RESULTS
Patient and tumor characteristics Figure 1 shows a diagram illustrating the various phases of exclusion or loss of patients in this study. Tumor material was available of 86% (714/822) of the patients. Of these patients, 469 (66%) were < 65 years at diagnosis and 245 (34%) were > 65 years at diagnosis. Median age of patients was 58 years (range 23-96 years). Median follow-up of patients alive was 15 years (range 12-23 years). Clinicopathological and treatment characteristics are shown in Table 1. IHC expression of ER, PR, HER2, ki67, EGFR and CK5/6 in patient cohort The Cohen's kappa coefficient for inter-observer agreement of Ki67, EGFR and CK5/6 quantification were 0.71, 0.91 and 0.78 respectively. Immunohistochemical data of ER, PR, HER2, Ki67, EGFR and CK5/6 expression was available for respectively 94% (669/714) and 92% (657/714), 76% (545/714), 78% (556/714), 72% (516/714) and 79% (561/714) of all patients (Figure 2 ). Missing immunohistochemical data was due to lost TMA cores, insufficient tumor tissue present in the core or tissue damage of tumors. High expression of ER, PR, HER2, Ki67, EGFR and CK5/6, were found in 58% (388/669), 55% (358/657), 10% (56/545), 46% (257/556), 58% (301/516), 24% (134/561).
Validation IHC molecular subtypes with gene expression subtypes Subtyping with IHC was possible in 99% (140/142) of these tumors ( Figure 2 ). We were not able to subtype the Normal-like breast cancers using IHC, therefore this molecular subtype was excluded in analyses, leaving 117 tumors for which both IHC and gene subtyping was successful. With gene expression subtyping, 44% (51/117), 15% (18/117), 15% (17/117), 15% (17/117) and 12% (14/117), were respectively classified as Luminal A, Luminal B, HER2, Basal-like and Unclassified. A total of 17% (20/117) cases were misclassified and 83% (97/117) of cases were classified correctly (Table 2) with IHC subtyping compared to gene expression subtyping. Cohen's kappa coefficient for interassay agreement in molecular subtype classification was 0.75, which can be interpreted as a substantial agreement.
Moleular subtypes distribution in patient cohort
Molecular subtypes could be determined with IHC for 77% (551/714) of all patients. Luminal A, Luminal B, ERBB2, Basal-like an Unclassified molecular subtypes were seen in 46% (255/551), 21% (118/551), 11% (59/551), 16% (86/551), 6% (33/551) of patients respectively. Associations with known clinicopathological parameters are shown in Table 1 . Statistically significant correlations were found between unfavorable tumor characteristics and more Luminal B, ERBBR2 and Basal-like subtypes: more ductal Figure 1 Molecular subtypes immunohistochemical stainings and distribution over age groups A) Representative photographs of tissue microarray punches of human breast cancer specimens immunohistochemically stained for ER, PR, HER2, ki67, EGFR and CK5/6 and corresponding molecular subtypes. Bar represents 100 μm. B) Molecular subtypes according to age (<65 versus >65 years). Negative  299  54  23  74  188  100  0  0  19  39  27  33  Positive  257  46  8  26  0  0  118  100  30  61  54  67  CK56  <0.001  Negative  427  76  33  100  156  78  91  82  41  84  38  46  Positive  134  24  0  0  42  21  20  18  8  16  45  54  EGFR  <0.001  Negative  215  42  33  100  93  49  28  28  14  33  13  16  Positive  301  58  0  0  97  51  74  72  29  67  67  84  Local Therapy  0.3  MAST-RT  285  40  17  52  103  40  49  42  23  39  34  40  MAST+RT  132  19  5  15  37  15  21  18  18  31  20  23  BCS-RT  4  1  0  0  1  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  BCS+RT  293  41  11  33  114  45  47  40  18  31  32  37  Systemic therapy  0.1  CT alone  127  18  7  21  36  14  23  20  14  24  19  22  HT alone  113  16  4  12  41  16  20  17  9  15  14  16  CT&HT  27  4  1  3  6  2  3  3  7  12  7  8  None  447  63  21  64  172  68  72  61  29  49  46  54  Total  714  100  33  100  255  100  118  100  59  100  86  100   Table 1 Correlations between molecular subtypes and well-established prognostic factors using chi-square test (missing data not shown). Abbreviations N number of patients; % percentage; ER estrogen receptor; PR progesterone receptor; HER2 human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; MAST mastectomy; RT radiotherapy; BCS breast conservative surgery; ET endocrine therapy; CT chemotherapy.
histological tumor types, higher tumor histological grade, higher tumor stage and more lymph node positivity showed a positive association with more Luminal B, ERBBR2 and Basal-like subtypes. A statistical significant association was found between molecular subtypes and age, where Luminal tumor types were more often found in patients aged >65 years, while ERBBR2, Basal-like an Unclassified molecular subtypes were more often found in patients aged <65 years (p=0.02) ( Figure 1B ).
Molecular subtypes and age-related prognostic associations with outcome
The association of molecular subtypes with relapse-free period and relative survival are shown in Figure 3 and 4. Analysis of relapse-free period and relative survival showed a significant association molecular subtypes and clinical outcome for the whole population (RFP p=0.003, Figure 3A ; RS p<0.001, Figure 4A ), where Unclassified tumor subtypes resulted in the most favorable patient outcome, followed by Luminal A subtypes, Luminal B subtypes, Basal-like subtypes and with the worst outcome for patients with ERBBR2 breast cancer subtypes. In patients who did not receive any systemic treatment molecular subtypes showed a similar but weaker prognostic effect (RFP p=0.208, Figure 3D ; RS p=0.017, Figure 4D ). Explanations to the loss of statistical significance may be due to loss in power due to less patients analyzed and to the fact that patients with Luminal B subtypes showed a worse outcome in patients who did not receive systemic treatment, explainable by the fact that these tumors may benefit more from chemotherapy treatment than other tumor subtypes due to the high proliferative tumor character. Similarly, in the group of patients aged <65 years, a strong association was found between molecular subtypes and clinical outcome in all patients aged <65 (RFP p=0.014, Figure  3B ; RS p<0.001 Figure 4B ) and patients aged <65 who did not receive any systemic treatment (RFP p= 0.057, Figure 3E ; RS p=0.003, Figure 4E ). In patients aged >65 years, no significant association was found between molecular subtypes and clinical outcome in all patients aged >65 (RFP p=0.514, Figure 3C ; RS p=0.126, Figure 4C ) and neither in patients aged >65 who did not receive any systemic treatment (RFP p=0.640, Figure 3F ; RS p=0.637, Figure 4F ). Univariate analyses were performed for molecular subtypes and known clinicopathological parameters: histological tumor grade, histological tumor type, tumor stage, lymph node status (due to their inclusion in molecular subtypes ER, PR, HER2, Ki67, EGFR and CK5/6 expression were not separately analyzed in univariate analysis). Multivariable analyses were performed including variables which had shown to be of influence on patient outcome (univariate p<0.1) on patients who did not receive any systemic treatment and were stratified for age (<65 versus >65 years). In patients aged <65 years, histological grade, tumor stage, lymph node status and molecular subtypes were included in multivariate analysis for RFP and RS. The prognostic effect of molecular subtypes got weaker in both analyses; it remained statistically significant for RS analysis (p=0.02 Table 3B ), but did not reach statistical significance in RFP analysis (p=0.5 Table 3A) , probably due to their strong associations with tumor histological grade, tumor stage and lymph node status (Table 1) . In patients aged >65 years, molecular subtypes did not reach the criteria to be included in multivariable analysis for RFP (Univariate p=0.9, Table 3A ) and lost statistical significance when included in multivariable RS analysis (Univariate p=0.7, Table 3B ). 
DISCUSSION
In this study, we used IHC surrogates, which we validated against gene expression determined molecular subtypes, to identify breast tumor molecular subtypes in a large cohort of breast cancer patients. We demonstrated that the distribution of molecular subtypes between elderly and young patients was statistically significantly different, where elderly patients more frequently had less aggressive Luminal A and Luminal B tumor subtypes. Moreover, both RFP and RS outcome analyses showed molecular subtypes to be a statistically significant prognostic factor in young, but not in elderly breast cancer patients.
We have shown that the distribution of molecular subtypes differed between elderly and young breast cancer patients, where we defined elderly breast cancer patients as patients aged 65 years or older according to World Health Organization definition (www.who.int). With this cut-off point, elderly breast cancer patients showed more often Luminal A and Luminal B molecular subtypes less often ERBB2, basal and unclassified molecular subtypes. This is in line with a previous study by Perou et al., who investigated the associations of molecular subtypes with patient clinical data, demographic data and survival 16 . Though they did not specifically look at elderly breast cancer patients, in this study on almost 500 breast cancer patients, molecular subtypes as assessed by immunohistochemstry, were statistically significantly associated with age, where Luminal A and Luminal B tumor were more often found in older aged patients 16 . In addition our data are also concordant to previous studies that showed more ER and/ or PR positivity and less overexpression of EGFR, HER2 and ki67 in tumors of elderly breast cancer patients 22, 23 .
In addition to differing distributions in molecular subtypes, we found a different prognostic effect for molecular subtypes in elderly breast cancer patients compared to their younger counterparts. In the period analyzed adjuvant systemic treatment changed, where not all hormone receptor positive patients received adjuvant endocrine therapy and trastuzumab was not yet introduced. In addition, breast cancer patients received different adjuvant therapy according to their age, where elderly received less aggressive treatment regimens. Considering these differences in adjuvant therapy regimens between analyzed patients and in order to analyze a true prognostic effect, we stratified our analyses and selected patients who did not receive any adjuvant treatment, hereby filtering out any predictive adjuvant therapy effect. In the whole breast cancer cohort and in young breast cancer patients molecular subtypes showed to be statistically significant prognostic factors for RFP and RS. These prognostic effects weakened in multivariable analyses, however this could well be explained by correction for tumor histological grade, tumor stage and lymph node status and the strong associations of molecular subtypes with these unfavorable tumor characteristics. Importantly, molecular subtypes did not show any statistically significant effect on patient outcome in elderly breast cancer patients in this study. Further underlying differences in tumor biology might explain this fading prognostic effect. These underlying biological differences may result in the molecular subtypes to behave differently and have a different effect on tumor progression in elderly breast cancer patients, which may be reflected in a differing prognostic effect of the same molecular subtype in elderly compared to young patients. Indeed, as shown priory by others, elderly breast cancer tumors are of a more indolent and less aggressive and proliferative character (Eppenberger-Castori et al., 2002; Nixon et al., 1994; Thomas and Leonard, 2009 ). However, this contradicts the fact that increased breast cancer specific mortality is seen with ageing, where elderly breast cancer patients were found to decease more often due to breast cancer regardless of a higher risk of mortality from other causes 24 . Joining these paradoxal findings together, an explanation might be sought in differences in the tumor microenvironment in elderly breast cancer patients compared to young breast cancer patients. With increasing age, there appears to be a progressive accumulation of cellular and molecular alterations leading to tissue dysfunction 25, 26 }. This may apply to the tumor micro-environment, thereby facilitating tumor progression. Evidence has shown that an age-related decline of functional innate and adaptive immunity leads to a reduced ability to respond to infection and vaccinations 27 . This phenomenon, known as immunosenescence, is characterized by a decreased output of naïve T cells, altered cytokine production and inoptimale functioning of T cells, B cells and NK cells [27] [28] [29] [30] . There has been increasing evidence that immunosenescence might promote cancer progression in elderly breast cancer patients, which would explain the worse breast cancer specific outcome of these patients 31 . If tumors become less aggressive with increasing age, but this is simmulataneously accompanied by an even faster deteriorating host defence, i.e. tumor micro-environment, this altogether can result in more tumor progression and finally lead to worse patient outcome. Another explanation for the finding that molecular subtypes are not statistically significant prognostic indicators in elderly breast cancer may be the competing risks of death in elderly patients. Elderly breast cancer patients compared to their younger counterparts have shown in absolute sense to develop more relapses 24 , however proportionally due to higher risk of dying earlier and from other causes they show less breast cancer relapses and breast cancer specific deaths [10] [11] [12] . In fact, as shown by Figure 5 the approximated breast cancer specific decease declines as the patients age increases. Only about 60% of elderly breast cancer patients die as a consequence of breast cancer, compared to almost 100% of young patients. This has major implications on the impact and value of prognostic biomarkers in elderly breast cancer patients. Prognostic biomarkers, identifying patients with low versus high risk of breast cancer progression and breast cancer related death will show limited to no prognostic effect in the 40% of elderly patients which have a short-term prognosis due to breast cancer un-related causes, especially in those who are considered frail. These elderly patients are also unlikely to benefit from systemic treatment, since their cause of death will be other than due to breast cancer. Therefore, the clinical value of prognostic biomarkers, which aid at distinguishing between patients who might and might not benefit from systemic treatment, is also limited in this patient population. Breast cancer prognostic biomarkers can only have a prognostic value in elderly patients whose life expectation will be long enough for the cancer to progress and cause patient death, which are the patients reflected by the 60% of elderly breast cancer patients dying as a consequence of breast cancer. It is only in these fit enough patients that prognostic biomarkers may show differences in outcome between elderly breast cancer patients and may aid clinical decision making on systemic treatment. In order to improve tailored treatment in elderly with the aid of prognostic biomarkers, the first step would therefore be to identify these fit elderly patients.
The identification of breast cancer molecular subtypes has proven breast cancer to be a heterogeneous group of diseases, needing different approaches to systemic treatment administration. This molecular taxonomy and its impact on patient clinical outcome have been extensively investigated in breast cancer. However, as is the case for most translational studies and randomized clinical trials, these studies included relatively young patients. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to have shown that molecular subtypes have a different distribution and prognostic effect in elderly compared to young breast cancer patients, highlighting the fact that the prognostic effect and clinical value as found for biomarkers in translational studies and randomized trials, cannot simply be extrapolated to elderly breast cancer patients. Our results support the premise that breast cancer clinical behavior is significantly affected by patient age. We suggest that competing risks of death in elderly patients, ER-driven differences and micro-environmental changes in biology are underlying these age-dependent variations in patient prognosis.
